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TCFD Recommendations



Background

• In 2015 Financial Stability Board established the industry led Task Force to develop 
climate-related disclosures able to promote more informed investment, enabling 
stakeholders to understand concentrations of carbon-related assets and exposures to 
climate-related risks

• The Task Force developed a framework published in 201t that detailed; 

• 4 widely adoptable recommendations applicable across sectors and industries – see 
next slide

• 11 recommended disclosures – see next slide

• General and sector-specific guidance for applying the framework

• Key principles for effective disclosure 

• The UK government formally endorsed the TCFD framework for large entities in the 
private sector
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Why adopt TCFD in the public sector
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What is HM Treasury’s approach to 
implementation of TCFD in the FReM



Approach to implementation

• HM Treasury have developed a 3 phased approach to incorporating the recommended 
disclosures in the Financial Reporting Manual

• Phase 1 developed for 23-24 includes details around scoping, threshold and 
compliance, governance pillar recommendations and continued disclosures relating 
emissions reporting connected to Greening Government Commitment reporting.

• Phase 2 being implemented for 24-25 covers requirements regarding metric and target 
pillar recommendations and risk management recommendations

• Phase 3 delivering full implementation of TCFD by 25-26 in addressing the strategy 
pillar recommendations
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Large text page
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Scope of application in the FReM

• Entities must adopt requirements on a comply or explain basis as a part of performance 
reporting requirements and audited accordingly

• Guidance is applicable to all central government departments and ALBs that have more 
than 500 employees or operating income exceeding £500m

• No direct impact where TCFD requirements already components of reporting 
requirements and where relevant authorities determine reporting requirements

• As well as asking preparers to apply the HM Treasury application guidance the 
application guidance requests preparers to consider the wider TCFD guidance 
implementing the recommendations of the Task Force
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https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/tcfd-aligned-disclosure-application-guidance
https://assets.bbhub.io/company/sites/60/2021/07/2021-TCFD-Implementing_Guidance.pdf
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How does the FReM impact the approach of the 
GAM in respect of TCFD aligned disclosure

• The GAM follows the FReM bar specific divergences, though greater flexibility and 
determination exists around annual reporting requirements. 

• The GAM is endorsed by the Financial Reporting Advisory Board (FRAB) who have 
supported the process of adopting TCFD aligned disclosure across the public sector in 
a recently published position statement

• The NHS has statutory obligations regarding net zero with green plans support delivery 
of that ambition. Progress to delivery will be of interest to users of NHS accounts

• Clear rationale for adoption in the GAM which the FT ARM will also reflect.
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https://www.gff.civilservice.gov.uk/news/frab-issue-a-position-statement-on-climate-and-sustainability-related-reporting/
https://www.gff.civilservice.gov.uk/news/frab-issue-a-position-statement-on-climate-and-sustainability-related-reporting/


Approach to TCFD in the GAM



Content of the 24-25 GAM consultation

• Introduces the similarities with HM Treasury’s TCFD aligned disclosure application 
guidance will be implemented in the GAM, including;

• Maintaining the comply or explain basis of the disclosures

• Maintaining the scope thresholds for organisation (500 FTE or £500m income)

• Welcoming voluntary adoption for organisations below the scope thresholds

• Cross referencing to the TCFD implementation guidance

• Following the same phased approach to incorporating TCFD recommendations

• Introduces differences to the HM Treasury’s guidance including

• The GAM not requiring entities to disclose or develop processes to disclose scope 1,2 
and 3 emissions.

• Allows for cross referencing to external reports than duplicating content

• Not requiring a compliance statement as is required per the FReM
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Phase 1 guidance in the GAM

• Chapter 3 Annex 5 of the GAM provides introductory detail confirming, scope, 
application and location of the disclosures for the ARA.

• Offers some suggested text for introducing the disclosures in the performance analysis

• Details the disclosure requirements under the governance pillar which are to;

• Describe the board’s oversight of climate-related issues

• Describe management’s role in assessing and managing climate-related issues

• Qualitative disclosures designed to assist users of accounts in assessing adequacy and 
effectiveness of an organisation’s board to oversee and manage climate-related issues.

• Clear linkage to aspects of the corporate governance report and level of cross-
referencing dependent on the extent to which climate policies and risks are addressed 
by the same governance processes 
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Phase 1 guidance in the GAM

• The GAM also provides suggested considerations for each disclosure that are 
summarised from the TCFD implementation guidance, aimed to help preparers.

• The content of the GAM is considered the minimum necessary to compile the 
disclosures and the HM Treasury guidance goes into more detail as to how the 
disclosures should be contextualised for the public sector

• Phase 1 of the HM Treasury guidance was finalised Summer 2023 so barring input from 
users, preparers or auditors as part of the GAM consultation the guidance is set for 
phase 1 and will enter the 23-24 GAM as part of a Q4 FAQ
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Phase 2 guidance in the GAM

• Disclosures and associated guidance relating to the risk management and metric and 
targets pillar built into the GAM to present phase 2 requirements

• As referenced earlier no requirement is detailed around providing disclosure regarding 
scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions

• Otherwise the guidance and requirements reflect what is detailed in the HM Treasury 
phase 2 exposure draft – for which the consultation closes 26th February.

• Again the content that is currently in the GAM relating to phase 2 may be refined in line 
with any revisions made in the final guidance HM Treasury publish for phase 2 but also 
in conjunction with any consultation responses received dealing with this area.
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https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/tcfd-aligned-disclosure-exposure-draft-for-phase-2
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/tcfd-aligned-disclosure-exposure-draft-for-phase-2


Other sustainability developments 



So what’s next…

• A minor update to the sustainability requirements in the performance analysis section of 
the GAM relating to provisions of a summary of progress on delivery of green plans. 
Again this will be backdated into the 23-24 GAM.

• Going forward there will be consultation on the phase 3 guidance

• FRAB and its Sustainability Sub-committee monitor developments in sustainability 
standards, those issued by the ISSB and those in development from IPSASB 

• FRAB Position statement has announced that moving beyond TCFD recommendations 
at this point would be premature but in compiling TCFD disclosures it leaves public 
sector well placed to take further steps in due course.   
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